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Abstract.  The nearness of solar energy at any area in a village or on a farm makes its utilization 

alluring for such an environment. This paper portrays the advancement and organization of 

inventive solar power based frameworks for use in rural networks of India. On-going and 

arranged solar power extends in India are constantly gone for creating plants for network 

applications. The proposed framework advancement depends on appropriated organization 

procedure. This methodology utilizes solar power in little units to fulfil a specific requirement 

for a village, similar to a home in a village, on the farm, or potentially an individual village 

occupant. Frameworks plans fuse financially savvy, measured, tough, long life, simple to keep 

up, and advantageous to utilize designs. The procedure proposed for recognizing the assembling 

configuration is an iterative one. In other words, that at first the model units are conveyed in 

villages to get input from clients and afterward the plan is changed and reused. The final product 

of this exertion is the recognizable proof of the last plan and assembling process. 

1.  Introduction 

  Solar power emerged as an effectual source of available renewable energy sources and it can be utilized 

to help maintain your home or company in many ways. Solar energy conversion defines technologies 

for transforming solar energy into other energy forms, including electricity, fuel and heat. [1]. There are 

two advancement classes which tackle solar energy, Solar Photovoltaic and Solar Thermal. It shelters 

light harvesting technologies, including traditional photovoltaic semi-conductor (PV) and emerging 

photovoltaics [2]-[4]. Solar Photovoltaic (PV) is an invention which captures sunlight by using 

semiconductors to coordinate electricity [5]. The generation of solar fuel through electrolysis, articulated 

photosynthesis and other associated forms of photo catalysis aimed at generating Power-rich molecules 

[6]. Interestingly, Solar Thermal is a technology that uses the warmth of the sun for heating or generating 

electricity [7]. As the Indian economy appreciates a sustained positive force, rural India remains the 

country's core, accounting for 67 per cent of the aggregate population and 37 per cent of its GDP [8]. 

Reformation to solar energy breeding has been propagated to save rural population the time and 

resources they need to purchase and transit oil and wood, thus rising effectiveness and extending 

commercial working hours. [9]. Agriculture is the fundamental control of the rural family units and their 

financial structure [10]. Although India’s general economy relies on more than 7 per cent, the fastest 
among expansive rural economies in the world remains generously behind India [11]. The fundamental 

obstacle to development in rural profitability and the resulting monetary development is the lack of a 

fundamental basis, for example, for electricity, clean water, and sanitation [12]. In rural India, nearly 

300 million people need access to matrix-related power, advancing the use of age-old energy wells, such 

as lamp fuel, diesel, wood-let go chulhas, and so on, resulting in enormous government endowments, as 

well as important welfare and environmental hazards. Solar power offers the opportunity to bridge this 

gigantic foundation hole and enhance the 30-per-cent social, political, environmental and well-being 

markers of India's population [13]. While solar power has been around for some time, genuinely high 

costs required it to be driven by generous capital or government sponsorship, thereby restricting its 

expansion [14].  
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Anyway, with a drop in capital expenditure of about 70 per penny over the last four years, solar energy 

has now advanced to become financially standard, along these lines pulling in private capital and 

business people. This really makes solar energy the much-expected solution for the millions who live in 

darkness [15]. In excess of one hundred million people in our planet are detached from the cutting-edge 

developments since they are deprived of electricity to energise their houses, networks, and organizations. 

In the event that we amply provide dependable electricity, this will throttle the lifestyle and monetary 

advancement and change lives [16]. Electricity makes open doors for people to lift themselves out of 

destitution. Genuine worldwide progress cannot be achieved devoid of electricity, especially in Non-

urban areas which constitutes eighty percent of energy backtracked economy [17].  

Support for Rural Development was initiated with seventy-five million dollars sponsored in 2015 by the 

Rockefeller Foundation to tackle the "last mile" power supply deficit by uniting community profit 

organizations (ESCOs), invention specialists, nearby organizations, national and neighborhood 

governments, and additionally the private division to construct practical associations around 

decentralized sustainable power source (DRE) arrangements [18]. For example, DRE arrangements 

smaller than planned lattices are quick to build and create an adequate ability to energize whole villages, 

associating efforts also. They were biomass and solar installations, and provide clean power support 

[19]. Sustainable Energy for Economic Development (SEED) gives specialized, approach, and money 

related guidance on energy segment improvement to governments and different accomplices [20]. SEED 

likewise works as an inseparable unit with the private division and legislative experts to guarantee that 

decentralized sustainable power source arrangements are effectively executed [21]. In Rwanda, SEED 

helped the administration outline a coordinated national charge intend to convey energy to seventy 

percent of the republic in 24 months, start from the take-off of the arrangement, and distinguish more 

than one hundred million USD in investment funds through streamlining of the present energy 

framework [22]. 

2.  Conceptual framework 

Solar power systems support to increase peak demand generating capacity, thus saving the utility during 

times of high demand from turning on costly and polluting supplemental systems. The many solar power 

generating systems which are fitted in the service area of a given utility, the lesser amount of capacity 

that the utility has to create, thereby saving everyone from financing costly new sources of power 

generation. Supplying green energy from solar electrical system is an excellent way to minimize 

greenhouse gasses and other problems arising from fossil-fuel electricity. India gets almost 7 electrical 

power units/ m2 of solar energy for 10 to 11 months a year [8]. This sunlight richness is enough to install 

solar plants of at least 19-20 Megawatts for each km2 of land where received [12]. The energy from the 

sun is collected using silicon materials generated cells and then converted into electricity. Initial cost is 

the main factor in making solar cells. It is seen as a renewable energy source since the technology used 

to transform the power of the sun into electricity does not cause smoke. Acquiring the energy from sun 

does not damage the environment. Regrettably, by night the sun becomes inaccessible, and in some 

days, mists and rains and other common conditions keep the powerful beams of the sun from reaching 

earth. That means it is not always available. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the procedure of change of solar energy into the electric power. Solar panels 

which are also named as modules, accommodate silicon-derived cells that metamorphose falling sun 

beams into electric current rather than potentiate heat. Solar PV panels are put on the roof in most 

installations. Generally, a model facing south will provide the most excellent power in all solar panel 

systems, but there will be ample output from other orientations also. Tree branches and other elements 

which produce shadows during the sunshine will result substantial disruption in electricity generation. 

The ratio value of shades and efficacy cannot be overemphasised.  If only one of its 36 cells is shaded 

in a solar panel, more than half would reduce power generation. All roofs cannot provide proper 

inclination or orientation to benefit from peak sunshine absorption. So, we have systems with panels 

which pivot according to the path of the sun throughout the whole day. PV systems without any tracking 
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mechanism are positioned at latitude-path orientation of the site to imbibe the maximum solar shine 

annually. 

              
Figure 1. Conversion technique of solar energy into the electric power 

 

Semiconductors are in those cells. Larger solar cell types are used to power streetlight and even larger 

displays are used to power satellites across the world. In solar warm course, sunshine can be absorbed 

over into heat energy with the assistance of sunlight gatherers and collectors known as warming gadgets. 

Bad condition solar warm accessories are used for local and mechanical applications such as solar water 

radiators, air radiators, solar cookers, and solar dryers. 

2.1.  Solar photovoltaic  

  Photo implies illumination and voltaic means electric. Usually, these cells are built from silicon, a 

module that normally displaces electrons when subjected to sunlight. Evaluation of discharged electrons 

from silicone cells relies on the power of light. The module is protected with a metallic matrix which 

allows the electrons to move in such a way as to generate electricity. This flow is directed into a wire 

that is associated with a Direct current apparatus or a battery. Generally, a cell generates approximately 

1.5 watts. Cell units are combined to form a module or Panel that is suitable for generating 3.1 to 109.9 

watts of power. Panel boards can be connected in arranged method or paralleled to create a solar cluster, 

which can create any measure of electricity as area and shine will permit. The modules are generally 

designed to supply 12 volts of electricity. Solar PV modules are measured on a sunny morning at Solar 

twelve by their peak Watt yield. 

2.1.1.  PV tracking system 

A PV tracking system is a specialized tool designed to turn the PV modules in such a way that they meet 

the sun constantly to enhance the irradiation obtained by the PV array (Figure 2). Three well-

differentiated components form a solar tracking system those are the mechanism, the driving motors, 

and the tracking controller. 
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Figure 2. Solar Tracking Mechanism          Figure 3. Battery Backup 

 

2.1.2. PV back-up systems  

These are essential because solar modules only generate electricity according to the sunlight strength. 

alternately most popular strategies for the utilizing excess of solar electrical systems are interfacing the 

device with the utility companies network or lodging away surplus energy in power banks (battery banks 

– Figure 3) for evening time or rainy days.  

2.2.  Inverter 

The inverter is usually installed in a reachable place as near to PV system as possible (Figure 4). In a 

home installation, this equipment is always connected on the main or subpanels of electricity. Since 

inverters develop a moderate humming, it should be in mind while choosing the placing site. The inverter 

transforms solar panel DC power into 120/230 V AC and utilised instantaneously by connecting directly 

to a CB in the power grid panel. The inverter is always connected with electricity production meter and 

electricity net meter because the electrical loads currently operating will first use supply generated by 

solar installation. The sense of balance power generated by the solar system pass by electrical panel and 

out onto the electric grid. 

 
Figure 4. Inverter  

2.3.  Net metering 

The DC supply from the solar panel is remoulded into 120/230 volt AC power and disbursed into the 

building's utility electric system that is also tied to the national power utility line. The system generated 

power is "net metered" which means that when the solar array produces electricity, it shrinks the load 
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demand from the grid thus utility bill can be reduced, shown in Figure 5. Grid-tied PV systems 

spontaneously shut off when utility power is disrupted, safeguarding utility line workers from power 

being back fed during line maintenance. These kind of solar power installations are distinguished as 

"On-Grid" or "battery-less" and produce the power about 98 percent of today's installed solar energy 

systems. 

 
Figure 5. Net Metering 

2.4.  Potential technology needs 

The demands for rural solar power have not been adequately explored. Solar power applications can 

integrate direct light use, coordinate heat use, and convert solar energy into electric power. This paper 

is proposing the accompanying conceivable needs considering our perceptions and involvement in rural 

networks of India. 

2.4.1.  Solar Power Well 

Solar Power Well (SoPoW) concept is like water in the village network. The solar energy is collected 

and disposed of for this situation, and occupants can charge gadgets or energy storage systems for a fee. 

 
Figure 6. Installation of a Solar Power well in Totora, Liberia. 
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The creation of the SoPoW would be feasible through a village-friendly course of action so it exists to 

be made accessible for each watt to the residents at a lower cost. The Installation of a Solar Power well 

by citizen cooperative and subsequently to be managed by the user’s cooperative itself in Totora, 
Liberia, Figure 6. 

2.4.2.  Solar Powered Centralized Food Preservation Facility 

Agricultural products degrade in ordinary climatic conditions. Minimal temperatures and shakiness 

cause the accessible life of these objects to expand. Stockpiles with various outlines can be used in rural 

areas and managed with solar energy invention in their climate. Such stocks can be handled by village 

cooperatives and subsequently leased to farmers for use, shown in Figure 7. Maintaining sustainability 

would exceptionally satisfy the growing desire of nation. 

 

 
Figure 7. Solar Cold Preservation hub 

2.4.3.  Solar-lit Streets/Corners/Farm ways 

Solar lights are frequently used in various locations to provide protection and the light needed to 

empower a person to achieve undertakings when there is no sunlight. However, they were not found in 

rural areas. 

2.4.4.  Solar Powered Rural Homes/Huts 

The developed technologies to be used in home include lights, telephones, refrigerators, food cookers, 

warmers, television and other electronic gadgets, air coolers, water well, and fans. 

3.  Methodological Analysis 

The present world energy utilization is much lower than the measure of energy gotten by the Earth by 

sun. Looking to the present energy situation, there is an expansive hole between the request and the 

supply, shortage of irresistible energy assets and with the utilization of non-renewable assets the worry 

for condition is likewise expanding. The Electric power supply crosswise over India requires quality 

and amount with a wide insufficiency in supply, an inadequate record for power failure, elevated 

amounts of transmission and distribution (T&D) misfortunes and a general requirement for broadened 

and augmented foundation. A lot of power created is squandered because of transmission and dispersion 
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wasteful aspects and power robbery. In any case, such issues can’t be a justifiable reason motivation to 
keep more than of India’s populace from gaining admittance to power.  
This instantaneous consumption of solar energy continues while present day developments made the 

rural life remarkable. Cases of innovations being used in rural India include cell phones, home 

appliances, execute cultivation, creature, and harvest transport vehicles. The environmental impact of 

their use has also emerged as a noteworthy concern. Then again, Inventions for the instantaneous and 

substantial use of solar energy have found effectively to make this type of energy valuable and pleasant 

for rural India. The savvy and making creative employments of solar energy will provide practical, 

reliable, and condition cordial solutions for rural India. In this study, as the name suggests, exploratory 

research approach is used only to address the research enquiries and does not aim to provide conclusive 

and definitive remedies to existing issues. Usually this methodology scrutiny is undertaken to analyse a 

topic that has not yet been distinctly recognised. 

Probe work is not meant to provide definitive evidence, but it does enable everyone to understand the 

issue better. The researcher should be able to change their path when performing exploratory research 

because of exposure to new data and new visions. "Exploratory research is the initial research, which is 

the foundation for more final research. It is also used to help in determining research design, 

methodology of sampling and method of gathering data. Exploratory research aims to address different 

issues on which negligible or nil precursory research has been carried out. Shapeless interviews with 

exploratory studies are the most common fundamental form of data collection. Sampling methods are 

classified into two main types: probability and non-probability. In probability sampling, every inhabitant 

member has a well-acknowledged, cardinal prospect of contributing in the research. Randomisation is 

at the heart of the technique of probability sampling. Here probability sampling tactic will be used. 

4.  Analysis and Recommendation 

India is one of the largest producers and consumer of electricity in the world. As of 31 March 2020, the 

power stations have total equipped size of 370106 MW as per National Electric Grid of India. Out of 

total installed capacity, 35.8 percent of energy is generated by renewable plants, which also include 

gargantuan hydroelectric plants. India has an excess capacity for generating electricity but lacks 

sufficient distribution network. To counter this, India's government initiated a 'Power for All' plan in 

2016. India has been able to electrify 99.9 percent of household with only 18700 households remaining 

without power through its SOUBHAGYA sub-scheme. The initiative was completed by December 

2018, delivering the imperative foundation to corroborate non-disruptive electric service to all houses, 

factories, and mercantile enterprises. Power production capacity in India from nuclear assets is 1.68% 

of global nuclear power generation capacity which brands it to 15th largest nuclear power producer. 

India plans to deliver more than 8.99% of nuclear power for demands by 2032 and will attain 25% by 

2050. The installed sizes above 1000 KW capacity power generation linked with factory owned plants 

was 58GW as of 31/03/2019, in financial year 2018-19, a total of 175 Terawatt Hours was produced. 

Sets of 75GW of diesel power generation are also established in the country, keeping out sets of sizes 

above 1000kW and below 100 kVA. In addition, there are a substantial number of diesel generator which 

is having the capacity below 100 kVA to supply for emergency requirements in all regions during power 

outages. The particulars of renewable power installation capacity in India, excluding large hydropower 

as of  May 2020 is illustrated in table 1. 

 

Table 1. Installed grid interactive renewable power capacity  

Source Total Installed Capacity (MW) 2022 Target (MW) 

Wind Power 37693.75 60000 

Solar Power 34627.82 100000 

Biomass Power 9875.31 10000 

Waste to Power 147.64 10000 

Small Hydro Power 4683.16 5000 

Total 87,027.68 175000 
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The Government of India has planned to install 40 GW Rooftop Solar Projects (RTP) by 2022, including 

establishing on the terraces of residence. With effect from October 2019, the 175000 MW provisional 

or interim target, 83000 MW is in action, 29000 MW under installation, 30 GW is under auction, and 

remainder 43 GW is under scheme provisions. 175 GW provisional earmark is attained from 100 GW 

of solar power plant, 60 GW of wind power plant, 15 GW of biomass and small hydro combined. By 

2019, 35% of overall energy creation resulted from renewable energy, 13% of power comes from large 

hydro power plants, 10% of power from wind power plants, 8% of power from Biomass power and 

bagasse cogeneration. The government plans to allocate 20 GW of solar plants by 2022 but this was 

already realised before 48 months from proposed conclusion in January 2018, via both solar plants and 

as roof-top solar panels as well. Currently India has planned to achieve 100000 MW of power from 

solar, 60000 MW wind power, 10000M W of power from biomass and 5000 MW of power from small 

hydro plants by 2022.The renewable power installed capacity as on 2013 is described in figure 8.  

 

     
Figure 8. Renewable Power installed capacity    Figure 9. Solar scale up plans of GOI 2022 

 

The aim of the National Solar Mission is to reshape India to a universal superior in solar power, by 

blueprinting state of affairs for its transmission over the nation. This was propounded to be accomplished 

in three phases. 2010 to 2013 encompassed first period. The next period expanded till 2017 and the third 

anticipated in 2017–22. Goals have been set near 1.3999 GW during the first stage, up to 14.999 GW 

  
Figure 10. Solar Power Station - Off Grid 
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by the second time period and 21.999 GW should be executed by the year 2022. Figure 9 shows the 

reports of the broadening in target accomplishment by solar mission during its operation. 

Off grid systems operate independently of the grid but have batteries that can store up the energy from 

solar produced by the device shown in Figure 10. The device is normally composed of solar panels, 

battery, charging control, grid division, inverter and device balances. The panels store an adequate 

amount of daytime sunlight and use the excess power produced at night. Such systems are self-

supporting and can deliver electricity for critical loads in regions that do not have a power grid. These 

systems however need specialized apparatus to work and can be expensive to install. Solar off grid 

systems can help self-governing, long-term and sustainable production of electricity in rural and rural 

areas. A number of places in India meet frequent power cuts due to malfunctions in power transmission 

that can interrupt the functions of enterprises and public institutions. Solar off grid systems will offer a 

cost-effective and standard long-term standby solution to resolve the difficulties that occur throughout 

frequent power cuts. 

Many rural projects which reduce energy use and result in investment funds for the farmer or 

independent enterprise are qualified as energy efficiency projects. These include projects such as 

upgrading lighting or protection or the purchase or replacement of equipment with more efficient units. 

Qualified renewable energy projects include projects generating electricity from renewable energy 

sources like wind, solar, biomass, geothermal and hydroelectric. The projects can generate any type of 

energy including, heat, electricity, or fuel. The administration is setting up a massive program to expand 

the countryside of India with renewable energy projects, using reserves allocated for rural development 

and panchayat raj services, as this means to reduce the country's mind-boggling dependency on imported 

fuel derivatives. The service of new and renewable energy is taking a shot at the arrangement to use the 

compass and spending plan of the two rural-related services to make these green projects for panchayats 

and self-improvement gatherings, as indicated by a top-notch government official, who insisted 

anonymity. The legislature is likewise investigating setting up work connected renewable energy 

projects in rural zones, as reported by the authority. 

5.  Conclusion 

The vast majority of the recipients of solar home-lighting framework are extremely content with the 

usefulness of the framework. Technologies which we can design are solar powered automobiles, 

agricultural machinery, solar air conditioners and temperature control systems, mobile chargers, solar 

powered cooking accessories and school electrification by solar power and solar power for web bistros. 

For these structures we may use an iterative approach to understand the assembling outline. In other 

words, first the prototype units are supplied in villages in order to get input from customers and then we 

alter the outline accordingly for recognizable evidence of the final design and assembly process. 

Although this study aims to help the quest to scale up Solar Powered Infra Structure reception by 

featuring the holes and by depicting the route onward, there is a need to check and accept a part of the 

detections in other agro-biological and economic settings keeping in mind the end goal to pick up a more 

extravagant comprehension of the substances over a country as huge and different as India. 
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